Floor drain type 150
Brush connection
element
made of stainless
steel (AISI 316)

An elegant design in harmony with
perfect performance. CUBE Line from
BEHNCKE. The state of the art in flush
fittings.
BEHNCKE's developers realized at an early stage that the
demands placed on the design and style of flush fittings
for pool design, landscaping, and interior design were
becoming increasingly reduced and puristic. With the new
CUBE-Line series BEHNCKE has demonstrated its
innovative strength once again and in doing so, as with the
award-winning 'B 500 Slim' surface skimmer, has
provided proof of its trendsetting brand image: Always an
idea ahead!

CUBE Line floor drain type 150, for
concrete and liner pools.
The special design features are the extremely low overall
height and the impressive finish. The visible surface is
elaborately mirror polished, with the edges adapted at a
45-degree angle so as to be touch-friendly. The faceplate
is designed to be installed flush with the floor in order to
reduce the danger of injury. Designed with a generous 2"
outlet this BEHNCKE fitting is impressive in practice
thanks to its high outflow volume. The large-sized filter
faceplate also facilitates sophisticated installation work
(e.g. in tiled pools).
The flexible attachment of the suction connection, i.e.
allowing alignment with the relevant requirements, is a
special feature of BEHNCKE.

CUBE Line floor drain type 150 for
prefabricated pools with an antiturbulence cover.
Equipped with the same quality and design features, the
CUBE-Line floor drain for prefabricated pools also has an
anti-turbulence cover. This design detail, which was
developed by BEHNCKE's technicians, guarantees
uniform, extensive and pleasant pool hydraulics thanks to
the significantly reduced turbulence in the outflow area.
Furthermore, the floor outflow is inlaid with inner-sealing
stud bolts that are an integral part of the inner seal. This
design feature lastingly prevents the osmosis process (a
FGRP plague) at interfaces and breakthrough points when
installing in one-piece pools.

Right reserved to make technical changes!
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Creativity means: being aware of small
details. For us, this is the seed of
intelligence. Especially when it comes to
high-quality flush fittings.
In the construction of quality swimming pools, flush
fittings are details that function constantly and reliably,
usually in the background or concealed. They are
therefore indispensable for the fault-free overall
functioning of a complex pool system. The inference for
BEHNCKE's technicians is: To explicitly not pay any less
attention to small details.

Right reserved to make technical changes!

It is exactly this synergy, consisting of a high degree of
craftsmanship and high-tech production in conjunction
with sophisticated and aesthetic design that is created at
our production site in Putzbrunn, in the vicinity of
Munich. Made in Germany.
CUBE Line broom connection element for
concrete and liner pools.
Broom connection elements, due to their optimal
accessibility - in comparison to a conventional suction
connection in the skimmer - are a lot more convenient to
use and considerably facilitate the daily cleaning routine.
The reduced aesthetics of the CUBE Line
design in conjunction with its constant
operating reliability.
The use of very high-quality and resistant stainless steel
(AISI 316) as well as the perfect mirror-polished finish even the sealing plug is made of high-grade stainless steel
- clearly emphasizes the quality standard and the
perfection of every detail by BEHNCKE.

CUBE Line element
for prefabricated
pools.

Equipped with an optimized 2"connector socket, this
guarantees a high constant suction volume and therefore
extremely effective cleaning power.
Available in two lengths (250 mm, 300 mm), this CUBE
Line flush fitting is particularly suitable for concrete pools
with various dimensions. With quick and perfect
installation in mind, this element is delivered complete
with a wall bushing, base element, faceplate and all the
necessary seals and screws.
The CUBE Line broom connection element
for prefabricated pools.
Right-angled installation especially for prefabricated pools
is achieved by inclining the neck of the skimmer. This
sophisticated geometry allows precisely fitting piping with
very easy practical installation.
Also equipped with a high-performance 2" connection and
a material quality of an adequately high grade, this special
variant is particularly suitable for installation in one-piece
pools or pools with a liner system.
The scope of supply includes the base element, faceplate,
locking set and sealing washer (PVC). This creates the
prerequisite for easy and perfect installation and at the
same time guarantees constant operating reliability.
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